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Ed Glaister Receives Life Time
Achievement Award

Ed Glaister received a Lifetime Achievement Award from Malcolm Wilson at the annual awards night last month in recognition of some 50 years
of continual participation on all types of motorsport.

Always in the lead!

Diary
Club events over the next month or so
March Club Night
Wednesday, March 6th at 20.00
In Blindcrake Village Hall (MR 147347) Park on the road around the Green
A presentation on the history of Wigton Motor Club
&
Racing MGs
By Graeme Forrester
Sandwiches & chips inc £3.50
To give us numbers please pre book by ringing 01900 825642 or email gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk

Winter Pub Run
March 10th
Our winter pub run will take place on Sunday March 10th starting at 10.30 am from the Greystoke road
north of the A66 east of Keswick just past the Troutbeck Inn junction ( orange arrow at road junction )
Because this event will involve a wine tasting of fruit wines and a sandwich , cheese , and cake buffet
at Highcup Winery we must ask for pre payment by cheque of £10.50 per person by 1st March payable
to Charles Graves, Armathwaite Hall, Bassenthwaite, Keswick CA12 4RE

Please note that entries are limited on this event.
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Talking Point
Topical comment from the world of motoring
I was reading recently about the dire straits the newspaper industry is in with many going out of business at both national and local level. The problems are twofold, the drop in readership and the decline in
advertising revenue. These days even the best newspaper is about nine hours behind and with news by
TV and internet being instant the newspaper are losing out and seem to suffer constant cutback which
in turn reduces the number of people buying each copy.
The article I read reckoned that it was only a matter of 5 years or so that weekly local papers would go
out of business. They rely heavily on advertising revenue from motor traders and estate agents and as
more and more people do their house and car hunting on line the agents and traders will cut back on
what is quite costly advertising.
Of course the weekly motoring publications have been badly hit over many years. When did you last
buy Autocar or Auto Express? And that’s forgetting all the others that have already fallen by the wayside. Motoring News and Autosport are nothing to what they were 20 plus years ago and the same issues apply. Far fewer adverts and most folk know the results of events long before the Wednesday publication date. Most of the content is now press releases to fill space about people you have never heard
of. How long can they keep going? Given the price of Motor Sport News, it takes about 15 minutes to
read while for less than double the cost Classic and Sports Car will give several hours of pleasure and
the adverts are interesting!
However the news on the monthly magazine front is much better with sales doing well and a whole raft
of “special interest” magazines around. Indeed some newsagents seem to have run out of room on their
shelves. It seems that quite small interest groups can have viable magazines. In the case of “Classic
Plant” - about old earth movers and the like, you would hardly think that enthusiasts were thick on the
ground but there are enough to support this monthly. Certainly for classic or marque enthusiasts there
are plenty of titles on the shelves. There are even a couple for BMW owners although most people who
buy them ask for the magazine to be put in a brown paper bag!
One of the anomalies was “Max Power” which had soaring publication levels to the extent of being the
best selling “motoring” publication for a while, but almost as quickly sales dropped and it ceased publication .
Rather surprisingly BBC local radio has not really taken up the baton as it could and seems to have
“dumbed down” in terms of its news and sports output. If its not soccer or rugby league then it’s ignored!
I can see that more and more we will rely on the internet for news and
information. However the fact that it is not regulated is a concern. You
only have to see what misinformation there is, given as fact, on sites
like Wikipedia!
GTF
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Awards Night Photos

Angela Jones & Willie Jarman

John Graham

Trudy Hill presents to Mark Purdham

Edwin & Richard Cook
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More Awards Night Photos

Colin Birkbeck

Robert Iveson

Eileen Horsfall

David Agnew

Dave Marsden & Mike Garstang
The Awards Dinner proved to be a huge success with a complete sell out and a few left disappointed.
Malcolm Wilson proved a very entertaining speaker doing a “double act” with Ron Palmer. He was
very candid and honest about the recent difficulties caused by the sudden cassation of the Ford contract
and how things seem to have come up well with Qatar and some pay drivers. I was very interested to
hear about the diversification into racing with the Bentley team for GT events and perhaps Le Mans in
the future!
The raffle was very successful raising £357.50 for the Eden Valley Children’s Hospice, which is Elaine
Wilson’s nominated charity.

MG Cumbria

Roof of England Challenge
Sunday, March 24th
Starts at the Crooklands Hotel, near Kendal
Finishes near Penrith
Open to MGs and other fine cars of all ages
Currently only 4 places left!
Entry forms on the website or ring Graeme on 01900 825642

PG Tips
The awards dinner has been and gone and following on from the recent revelation that someone
does actually enjoy my ramblings for the magazine a further 2 people complemented me on them
during the night. I suspect they were probably worse the wear from drink but it was still nice to
hear. The dinner was, as always, a great night out and having a taxi to get us home and no children
to get us up at stupid o’clock meant that we really didn’t have any excuses not to get drunk so I
grasped the opportunity with both hands and suffered the next morning! I hope those people in receipt of speed championship trophies appreciate the speed championship wine – it was a rather nice
Pinot Grigio (I tried before I bought!) and the labelling was all my own work. For future reference,
in case anyone else wants to try and remove all the labels from lots of bottles, I found the best
method to be scratching the labels with a fork and applying WD40 then leaving for an hour or 2
during which you can drink one of the other bottles and then use a Stanley knife blade to scrape the
remains off (avoiding slicing off any of your fingers if at all possible). You then need to use thinners to get rid of the sticky stuff that is left….try not to do this in a confined space though – it
proved to be a lot of fun but it’s probably quite dangerous and not good for your brain cells.
Next year I doubt any bottles that might come with the trophies will be speed championship
branded!
Some good news on the car front is that the Alfa has gone…long live the Alfa! The 166 has gone
to a new home over the border with its new owner who was very unimpressed with my car ownership tally of a mere 57 vehicles in comparison to his 400+. He seemed quite impressed with the old
barge and left me positive feedback – and so he should at the price he picked it up for. In the world
of Alfa Romeos and their ‘foibles’ he also managed to trump my tales of 166 woe with his 147
GTA tale. Apparently they only made them for 2 years and they had a unique ECU that fails in
roughly 50% of them. That is bad enough but it is now no longer possible to buy a new one which
means there are dead 147GTAs all over the land – including his – waiting for someone to crash or
break one so they can buy the ECU. His had been off the road for nigh on 4 months but he managed
to locate an ECU the day I met him….for £1500! I immediately went off the idea of buying a
147GTA. I was sort of sad to see the 166 go, it sounded terrific as it left but then I remembered the
huge list of things that will probably need doing in the next 6 months and got over it. What I really
fancy is a single seater or kit car of some description with a mildly tuned version (say 300bhp) of
the engine on near open exhaust pipes….that would sound amazing and go incredibly fast.
The replacement Alfa is a 145 Cloverleaf – 1 owner, low miles and immaculate bodywork in
black. I say immaculate, it was when I collected it, but since then I have run up against a seemingly
invisible stone at the side of the someone’s drive and scuffed one of the side skirts – which is just
typical. The car is a great drive – it feels so lively and the steering and chassis are very communicative, a proper old school hot hatch with some modern toys and a modern engine with things like a
balancer belt, a camshaft variator and a vast serpentine camshaft belt that requires specialist tooling
to change and which if not replaced often enough leads to catastrophic engine failure….you can see
where I’m going with this! No it hasn’t had them changed as far as I can tell from the history so as
a precaution I am going to get them done ASAP. Build quality is also quite old school but it’s not
as rattly as I was expecting and it’s certainly not nearly as bad as the 155 I owned a couple of years
back the whole interior of which was entirely independent of the rest of the car and other bits of
itself!
I might even wheel it out on some Autosolos and the like this year…which brings me to
Snotty…..oh actually no I won’t yet. That’s something for next month….don’t want to jinx anything.
Peter

A MOTORSPORT EVENING WITH STUART TURNER
& FRIENDS
WMC is organising this event at Stoneybeck Inn, near Junction 41 of the M6, on
Tuesday May 14th at 7.30 pm. As many members know Stuart Turner is not only the
past Competitions Manager at BMC in the Mini and Healey days, then Motorsport
Director at Ford of Europe in the Escort time. In addition Stuart is an awardwinning after-dinner speaker.
Stuart will speak for about 45 minutes then after a short beer break will be joined
for a one hour motorsport discussion by:
WTCC driver Alex MacDowall
Twice BTCC champion John Cleland
WRC driver Matthew Wilson
Historic Rally star Paul Wignall
Tickets priced at £10 per head are strictly limited to 250. No tickets will be sold on
the night. Proceeds to local and motorsport charities. Please send ticket requests and
cheques (payable to Wigton Motor Club) to:
Paul Gilligan, The Lodge, Netherton, Brampton, CA8 1LR. Cheques will be banked
on May 1st. For further information please call Paul on 01228 670740 or e-mail
pg@gvcontracts.co.uk.
We will be circulating all other clubs in Northern England and Scotland very soon
but WMC members have first chance of tickets so please get your requests in early.

**********************************************

Welcome to the following new members:
We have pleasure in welcoming the following new members to the Club and we hope that you all
enjoy our events and social activities.
Jeremy Campbell
of Maryport
Ray and Anne Donohoe
of Cockermouth
John & Edward Stuttard
of Carnforth
Andrew Kirkham
of Whitley Bay
Dennis Hope
of Hetton le Hole
Graham Denholm
of Whitley Bay
Mike & Catherine Barnard
of Seascale
For most of you this will be your first magazine and we hope that you enjoy it and that you will
take part in many of our activities

Elderly Utterances
The Voice of Experience!
Ron Palmer has his say
Ed Glaister received a ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ at the recent club awards night at the Skiddaw Hotel.
After leaving the Creighton School in Carlisle in 1955 Ed and his
pal Pat McCaffrey started at Sellafield as Scientific Assistants and
travelled in Ed’s MG PA on Monday and Friday staying during
the week at Greengarth Hostel at Holmrook. The MG had been a
gift from Ed’s parents and his dad Ernie had restored the MG very
nicely and it was possible to go into the family house and find the
engine in pieces on the floor in front of the fire. Ernie was a talented engineer who made any parts he couldn’t buy as well as being a gifted watercolourist and salmon fisherman. Ed takes after
him in many respects. As members of the 750 Motor Club we
were fortunate in having easy access to local WW11 airfields
mainly Great Orton where there was much underage driving and
club events held and Ed had his first drive there.
Eventually the PA was
written off by an errant Austin 10 driver and was replaced by
an MG PB. There were many trips to Charterhall, Aintree,
Silverstone and Oulton Park as well as across the water to the
Isle of Man for the TT Races. At one point Ed and Pat were
attracted to a colleague’s car and put a tenner each in the kitty
to buy the 1927 Chummy based special - the Yellow Peril which they shared a week about each. Many a girlfriend had
their hair straightened in it and the police knew it well. They
drove it like the bars of hell, with bald tyres and the headlamps would vibrate until they formed a squint. Lusting after
something better they bought another special from Doug
Lowndes of Newton Arlosh which had decent transverse leaf
front suspension and telescopic shockers.
With an alloy head and sump to match the alloy
crankcase the engine looked a treat finished off with
a copper exhaust down the side.
The chassis had been boxed and a space frame of
sorts added with an alloy body riveted on and with a
remote gear lever it sort of resembled a Lotus Seven.
Although they had intentions of adding a Ford 10 engine it came to naught as their ways parted and Ed
gained the MG TF1500 and a pretty young girlfriend
called Penny Harrison later to become his wife.
Amongst his other cars was a quick Morris 10 with
XPAG engine, a very early Mini reg. no SM31 white
with a pale blue roof. I eventually bought this from Ed
but by this time the registration had been sold and it

was 159FAO (I think) the early Minis were
very light and nimble as well as cheap and
economical. Ed graduated through some nice
machinery which included a Berkley B95
with a Royal Enfield twin and then a MGA
Coupe which he rescued from a watery
grave. At one point in the ‘70s Ed owned
five NSU TTs – find one now! He has
probably owned some 300 cars.
Many single seaters have passed through his
hands including Yimkin and Emeryson – both
Formula Junior cars and a Lola T204 Formula
Ford. He has also owned Centaur FF, Centaur
Clubmans, Deep Sanderson FJ , Gemini and
Emeryson. His Yimkin did well giving him a
championship 2nd in 1985 and also the award for
best restoration.
Ed is probably best known in recent years for his
1956 Ford Anglia 100E race saloon ‘3253KH’
which he has owned for 40 odd years and which
cost him £4.10s to buy, a bargain even in those
days. It acquired a pre cross flow 1500 GT engine
which propelled it along nicely and made for
school transport with Chris and Caroline
hanging onto the roll cage in the absence of
any rear seats and was used for a family car
until 1982. The 100E was a much rallied car
before moving across to historic racing and it
was such a well known unique racer Ed was
invited to take part in the alternate year’s
‘50’s Goodwood Revival meetings and shared
his drives with some notable professionals. In
the 2004 St Mary’s Trophy Ed shared his car
with Sir John Whitmore and they finished 4th
on aggregate over the two qualifying races.
Other shared drives were with Tony Lanfranchi, David Leslie and David Franklin.
With son Chris they won outright at Spa in 2002 and
have had several class wins and was awarded driver
of the day at Mallory last year. In recent years Ed’s
Anglia has been honoured by Corgi Toys who added
a 1/43 scale model of the car to their range.
He is modest in the extreme but can prepare a competition car like a watchmaker and his cars were all a
work of art. In addition to the 100E he is currently
restoring a Cannon GT and there is still the skeleton
of a single seater hanging in his garage awaiting the
magic touch.
He is held in the highest regard by his friends, fellow
saloon car racers and all who know him
Ron

Classic Column
News from the Classic Scene
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Little and large. In 1950 Maurice Gatsonides finished second overall on the Monte Carlo
Rally in a lumbering Humber Super Snipe. The car measured 16ft long. Fifteen years later, Sobieslaw Zasada won his class on the same event driving a Steyr-Puch 650TR. Length from
front to back, just 117 inches.
Entry forms for the Classic Weekend will be out in mid April. We hope to have some interesting changes this year and featured marques will be Aston Martin, Hillman Imp and Morris who
all have anniversary’s this year.
My recent holiday read was “Harnessing Horsepower” Stuart Turner’s biography of Pat
Moss. It’s a great read and lots of Stuart’s amusing quips at the end of paragraphs. We tend to
forget how popular road rallies were in the past and how many events there were with large
entries. Stuart notes at in his early days as a navigator he packed 60 events into a year, sometimes doing a Saturday night all nighter and then another on the Sunday afternoon!
A survey of visitors to the NEC Classic car Show shoes that 37% were over 60, 32% between
50 and 59 and 23% between 40 and 49. so only 8% were under 30. is that a worrying statistic?
Race Retro saw an increase in visitor numbers to just under 29,000. Interesting auction results were:Silverstone Auctions generated premium inclusive sales of more than £1.4 million. 64 per cent of the road cars on offer were successfully hammered away, with a further
nine competition cars also finding new homes.
Among the highlights of the road cars successfully sold were a stunning 1967 Aston Martin
DB6 which sold for a premium inclusive £123,750, while an exceptional 1952 Land Rover
80” Series 1 sold for £32,850, more than double its pre-sale estimate. The 1953 Connaught
AL10 Historic Grand Prix Car, driven in period by legends such as Roy Salvadori, John
Coombs, Kenneth McAlpine, Ron Flockhart and Bill Whitehouse, fetched £196,875. A 1985
Ford Sierra Cosworth Group N rally car, was the subject of a hard fought bidding battle, eventually selling for significantly £39,900. More unusual home-grown lots also finding new
homes were a 1995 Austin FX4 London taxi and a 1962 Leyland Routemaster bus, which sold
for £20,250
Pre 1960 cars are no longer compelled to have MoTs however you can have a voluntary one
for your own (and perhaps your insurers’ peace of mind). These tests will be carried out in exactly the same way although a failure notice will not have any legal power.
The Post Office has won a contract to carry out many of the tasks previously undertaken by the
DVLA local offices which are closing.
The FBHVC has for many years been concerned at the decline in skills in the classic car world.
Not only panel beating and wood work but even the most basic mechanical skills are no longer
taught. The Federation is working with the Heritage Lottery Fund to see in specialised training
can be funded.
English Heritage have designated 13 buildings relating to motoring including the Forton Tower
on the M6 and the Savoy Garage in Blackpool as Grade 2 listed.
The first RAC Rally of Great Britain was held in 1932.
The first Triumph TR2 was produced on July 22nd 1953.
While we at WMC celebrate 90 years this year so does the oldest one make club, the Jowett
Car Club. Good doing given that the last Jowett went out of production 59 years ago!
Morgan enthusiasts may be concerned about Ash die back disease but the Morgan Motor Company have at least two years stock and are taking steps to get more from disease free areas of
the world.
The FBHVC reminds car owners when invited to attend to shows to ask if the correct public
liability insurance is in place.

Inside the Industry
Paul Gilligan keeps us up to date
Is the Motor Industry a Charity?
This month I start off with the good news that January UK car sales got the year off to a flying start
with a thumping 11.5% increase on last year. Then I’ll cover bad news from manufacturers and dealers, both of whom are in the main seeing profits drop or losses increase. Reminds me of the story of
when tractor manufacturer David Brown owned Aston Martin. A major farmer who was a very good
tractor customer fancied an Aston and called David to suggest that as he had bought so many of his
tractors, perhaps he could be sold a new Aston at cost price. “Delighted” said Mr. Brown, “that’s
about double what we normally sell them for!” Many a true word as the say…………
January New Car Sales Leap
The 11.5% increase was largely supported by retail sales being almost 16% up, fleet sales rose but not
by nearly so much. Small fuel-efficient cars were the big sellers, and with finance offers now starting
below £100 a month it’s not difficult to see why. At the other end of the market Aston Martin sold
100 cars, a 59% improvement over last year, so there’s money somewhere. Vauxhall and Nissan
were both over 50% up on a poor month last year, Suzuki 43% up and Land Rover continued to benefit from strong Evoque sales to be over one third up on last year. Jaguar completed a good month for
JLR with a 32% increase. Last year’s losers continued to underperform with Subaru, Alfa Romeo,
Mitsubishi and Renault all seeing sales still falling badly. Lotus of whose problems I wrote last
month managed to shift 4 cars against 23 last year!
As predicted BMW struggled as the dealers were moving ex-Olympic cars and December preregistrations. Audi out sold BM by over 50% in the month to give them a very solid start to the year,
even Mercedes outsold BMW this time. It was the same last year, again because BMW were shifting
unsold cars registered the previous December to beat Audi.
Bad News for Ford, Peugeot/Citroen, and Jaguar Land Rover
Ford made a $7.9 BILLION profit last year. In North America they made $8.3bn, Rest of the World
did OK apart from Europe which LOST $1.7bn. Ford expect the European loss to increase to $2bn
this year. GM are doing no better, actually a little worse with a 2012 loss of $1.8bn in Europe.
Meanwhile Peugeot/Citroen are poised to announce losses of approaching £5bn, 4 times as much as
Ford. France is embroiled in political arguments about what to do about this. The company want to
close factories and make employees redundant, the socialist government doesn’t want that, the unions
have obtained an injunction to stop the process on the basis that the correct procedures have not been
totally followed, striking workers have taken to the streets. All very British Leyland 1970s stuff.
Even Jaguar Land Rover, for a while the bright spot, are suffering. They recently announced that
profits in the last quarter of 2012 were 25% down on the previous year. The reason given was that
profit margins were “under pressure”. Sales of the Range Rover have just about stopped with the introduction of the new model this month, and this is JLR’s most profitable product. Even though
Evoque is selling very well even JLR can’t make as much out of a £40000 car as the can out of one
that sells for more than double that. Evoque has undoubtedly stolen sales from Freelander, which is
being heavily discounted to keep them moving. On the Jaguar side as I said last month sales of the
profitable XK have slowed dramatically with the smaller, sportier, and cheaper F Type coming
shortly. Very big discounts are being given on XFs to achieve the sales figures recorded in January,
25% or even more which can’t leave much profit. At least JLR can see better times ahead. New
Range Rover, at up to £100,000 a time MUST be profitable, F Type will help Jaguar, and when the
smaller Jag appears in a couple of year’s time that will give them a boost also. For European volume
manufacturers there’s no such light at the end of the tunnel.

Dealers Suffering Too
You could be forgiven for thinking that with UK car sales rising last year dealers would be reap
ing the benefits, but not so. A survey recently produced by one of the largest accountancy firms
showed the top 150 UK dealers achieved aa average 2% increase in turnover last year, on average
profits dropped by 15% with 70% of the 150 dealers seeing profit reductions. One in six are losing
money. With more cars being forced into the UK market this year as European sales continue to
weaken, whilst volumes may well again increase, the same cannot be said for profits.
Discounts, Discounts Everywhere
Whilst it used to be that if you mentioned to “D” word in a “prestige” showroom you were likely to
be forcibly removed, this is very much no longer the case. Often the prestige manufacturers will
disguise the discount by subsidising the lease rate, but now things are being done more openly to
boost sales. Certainly the internet has had an impact enable buyers to “shop” from their armchairs.
I have a clever (and not cheap) bit of kit which enables me to contact every dealer in the country for
any given franchise in seconds, this pretty well guarantees the best deal. This week I shopped for a
Porsche and a Maserati for customers – it’s a tough job but someone has to do it. Porsche NEVER
used to discount, almost 10% off was fairly easily obtained. On the Maser I was offered a preregistered car which wasn’t actually pre-registered at all at almost 20% discount. Apparently Maserati don’t allow their dealers to advertise discounts, so they get around this by advertising cars as
used with low miles when the cars are actually new with no miles.
I have mentioned before that this can be a very silly industry and it isn’t getting any better! I leave
it to you to decide if the industry is in fact a charity, it’s certainly acting like one in many ways.
Paul Gilligan
pg@gvcontracts.co.uk

Galloway Gallop’
26th/27th/28th April 2013
There are still a few places left for the sixth running of ‘The Gallop’ a touring assembly for Classic
and interesting cars of all ages. This year’s route will take us back to Galloway which is a vast area
of beautiful, quiet countryside and will run over three days, 26th, 27th and 28th April 2013. The start
will be from Houghton Hall, Carlisle, around mid day on Friday and finish in the Border area on
Sunday afternoon. The three days will consist of up to 140 miles of interesting roads each day with
breaks for refreshments, lunch and visits to locations of interest.
We already have around 20 entries and would suggest an early entry will secure a place in the start
list and a room at the North West Castle Hotel.
Further details on the club website or from the organisers on 01228 575153 or e-mail ronpalmer777@hotmail.com

Adverts
20/50 Silkolene Oil at $14.50 for 5 litres. Red Rotor arms and condensers £6 each. Lots of MG parts
new and pre-used. Romers, race and rally numbers, Novice crosses, Ring Graeme on 01900 825642

Fellside Auto Clubs Northern trial February 16th
Once again Fellside Auto Club put on a really enjoyable and testing classic reliability trial in the
Lake District forests and north Cumbrian fells for both motor bikes and cars of every imaginable
size and description with competitors taking part from all over the country. The event was counter
in many championships the quality of the entry was superb and on the day and so was the weather,
the lakes and surrounding scenery was superb in the winter sun.
Starting at Wigton cattle market where great value food is served by very cheery ladies virtually
all day it’s a great venue for this type of event having unlimited parking and big breakfasts to keep
you going all day. This was the end of an era however as the auction is moving shortly to a large
new auction mart on the edge of town very soon. A compact 65 mile road mileage plus about a
dozen miles on the forestry tracks led competitors to a variety of sections on farm tracks, a disused
colliery but mainly forestry land with a variety of terrain to contend with. Wythop, Whinlatter
and Setmurthy forests contained most of the sections, some muddy, some steep, some rocky and
some with all these conditions in the same section.
A large variety of vehicles took part, motor bikes some with sidecars and the well known and intrepid Buckler driver Mick Stead was in a Reliant Rialto 3 wheeler this year but swopping roles
and acting as bouncer having just removed, rebuilt and refitted the gearbox the night before. Cars
varied greatly, Alvis, Buckler, Citroen Lomax, DP Wasp, Morris Trials Major, Marlin, , VW,
Liege, MG J2 and TB, Ford Anglia, Beach Buggy, and Austin 7 were some types represented but
none as unusual as Odgie Danaans Austin Special.
This car which looked very vintage and
Edwardian but was built using assorted
household and other items featured a domestic copper hot water cylinder as a radiator cowl, a lamp made from a brass
ornament and fitted with a downlight
from a kitchen ceiling.
Homemade
wheels, various pieces of tube and wood
masquerading as other components, self
made shockers and wood that appeared to
originate from a church pew. I suspect
the rest of the pew was the bench seat on
another of his specials I passed when
travelling back up the M6 near Stafford a
few months ago. (see photos and you will
see what I mean) Ogdie was returning
from a hot rod gathering on a Jed Clampett type contraption towing another home built and fearsome looking special with a rigid A frame. His bouncer Pam known all over the country as Miss
“P” was driving yet another of Ogdies creations and equally unusual. The man is a genius and
very well known in the Custom Car fraternity.
The Northern was very tough but eventual winner Mike Chatwin in a DP Wasp only dropped 4
marks, Charles Knifton in the VW Scorpion dropped 7 and Carl Talbot was on 8 so it was a very
close fought event indeed. Pre war cars with slow revving, long stroke engines and lots of ground
clearance are well suited to these type of rough events as are VW Beetlles but the modern specials
have high revving twin cam Fiat and Toyota engines, very low gearing and modified diffs with
needle roller bearings but limited slip diffs are banned in most of the classes.
Fifteen sections and two timed tests as tie deciders kept competitors going all day in fact some
people finished the last tests in the dark as a few hold ups caused by so many cars having to be
towed out of a few sections due to breakages or soft ground. You know you are near the end of the
trial when you arrive at a little hamlet on the north Cumbrian fells and a long muddy track wends

it way up the side of the fell and the track is packed with spectators cheering the mud spattered
crew on. This is Sandale.
If you can clean this section it gives you a real
feeling of elation as you have to work really
hard, bounce like hell, have plenty of luck and
for sure you will be covered in plenty of mud, it
must be a similar feeling winning the Olympics,
well maybe a slight exaggeration but you know
what I mean. Edwin Cook and I sheared the
teeth off my Buckler diff which was a great pity
as the car was going well and we had just
cleaned several sections including Routen
Romp a famous section well known to VSCC
triallists.

My diff is only a weak E93A unit from sit up and beg Ford Pop axle and these were built between 1932 and 1959 and not reliable even in those days. If you know of any of these axles for
sale please let me know. Many thanks to Richard Cook and the lads for help in recovering the
car as the rear wheels kept locking up and couldn’t even be pushed more than two or three feet
in each direction so a serious effort was required to recover the car.
The small band of very hard working organisers have invited feedback from competitors and
marshals and are putting on sandwiches and chips in a pub to encourage people to attend, a very
well thought out idea and it shows how serious they are to put on a great event. So with a few
tweaks they intend to make the Northern even better next year and with an entry fee of £35,
about three gallons of petrol and some imagination by taking a leaf out of a certain Ogdie
Danaans book you could be competing next year, how about it ?
Keith Thomas

Two of the pre war MGs on the event taken by Kendall Bruce.

Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border Speed Championship

Speed Test Day
Saturday, March 23rd
Rowrah Kart Circuit
1 to 5 pm

£42 per driver
Entries limited to 20 (4 places left)
Booking form on the website
A Few Photos from Race Retro

Monte Carlo Rally Historique
A number of members contacted me regarding this event last month, asking where they could
watch it. Some years ago we marshalled a control at Alston on the Philip Young version of this
event some years ago but this was the real deal run by the AC de Monaco. Unfortunately I was
completely unable find any info on the route in Cumbria which I think was mainly on the M6!
In the true tradition it started from six European capital but this year the event proper attracted just
nine entries. The Caledonian Classic & Sports Car Club had done a lot to attract the event back to
Glasgow and had got backing from the city council and created a huge amount of publicity. In order to “fill the void” they organised four touring assemblies to run alongside the true rally. One
went north to Luss, one to Auldgirth, one south as far as Barnaby Moor and one all the way to
Monte Carlo! This produced 92 cars in all.
The magic of the name “Monte Carlo Rally” triggered a great deal of publicity and interest with
over 10,000 spectators said to watch the start and apparently all along the route spectators were out
watching in very inhospitable conditions. Of course they were totally unaware that only 9 cars were
in the rally proper! It just shows what a famous name means. Mind you the press releases were a
little economical with the truth! Perhaps Rally GB would have more interest if it reverted to the
name RAC Rally of Great Britain!
It reminds me of a few years ago when we had an auction at the Classic Show. The auction house
were auctioning the number plates from the original Minis from the “Italian Job” (not the numbers
just the plates). They put out a PR to this effect (carefully worded!) and it got a huge amount of
coverage and we got a record attendance. The plates did not sell! It must be that certain things catch
journalists’ eyes so can someone come up with some loosely connected story to push this years
Show?

Drive It Day
Sunday, April 21st
I am pleased to say that we are returning to the Pencil Mill at
Keswick, courtesy of Keith Graham. You will be able to turn
up at any time between 11 and 2pm or take part in one of three
routes starting at 10 a.m. from Carlisle, Penrith and west Cumbria . Full details in the next issue. It is open to all cars and to
members of any club so tell your friends. Food will be available in the Museum café or there are many pubs etc a short
walk away.

Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border Speed Championship 2013
1

April 21st

Kames

2

May 27th

Teesside

3

June 15th

Barbon

4

June 29th

Forrestburn

5

August 4th

Three Sisters

6/7

Aug 31/1st

Anglesey

8

Sept 21st

Harewood

9

Oct

6th

Kames

Reserve event: Sept 22nd

Harewood

Best seven scores to count.
To score points you must have completed a registration form and carry championship decals on
each side of the car.
Classes: Any class with less than 2 registered contenders on June 15th will be merged.
Event regulations will be emailed to registered drivers.

Historic Challenge
(Sponsor needed)
March
May
July
September
October

18th
4/5th
7th
22nd
20th

Devils Own
Berwick Classic
Lake District Classic
Doonhamer Classic
Solway Historic

KLMC
BDMC
WMC
SoSCC
WMC

Andy’s Armchair
Andy Armstrong takes an irrelevant look at
motoring and motorsport

I got to thinking the other day that this year marks the 50th anniversary of Jimmy Clark winning his first
world drivers championship, and so started rooting around looking up various bit and bobs relating to
that momentous season. some of which are outlined below.
From what I can work out he competed in 32 events
during the course of the year, achieved 20 first places,
three seconds and three thirds so all in all 26 podiums. This leaves 6 events, five of which he retired
from for mechanical reasons, 4 of these while in the
lead, the other when the fuel pump cried enough.
That means there’s one left where he finished a lowly
8th being slowed by a dodgy drive shaft but even then
set a lap record before the problem set in. Of the 10
world championship formula 1 events that year he
won 7, retired from Monaco while leading, finished
2nd in Germany and 3rd in America after losing a lap
and a half changing the battery. He was also 2nd in the
“Indy 500” an event in which the “winner” Parnelli
Jones should have been black flagged for spraying oil all over the track and the pursuing Clark, who kept
going uncomplainingly even though he could barely see through the oil on his goggles.
All in all he drove 7 different types of car namely Lotus 19, 23, 23B, 25, 29 and Cortina also a Ford Galaxie . He drove on 29 different tracks where safety was little more than an after thought in cars which
would nowadays be regarded by modern divers as death traps.
In spite of the total dominance outlined above he also seems to have avoided the modern disease
whereby successful drivers are either accused of ungentlemanly conduct (Schumaker) or having a car
which is breaking the rules and giving them an unfair advantage (Vettel). It would seem odd nowadays,
but it really does appear that the other drivers generally liked the bloke and there was a genuine assumption that Jimmy was “it” so he was simply expected to win, no mutterings about intimidating others,
squeezing them onto the grass or employing special engines with more power than everyone else.
In closing you’ve also got to admit it was a completely different world and you can’t help feeling that
had big business and big money been involved in those far off days then maybe things would have been
different. More like today in fact where you need dozens of people to get a car to run, where wind tunnels rule the roost, where computers measure everything and drivers (with the exception of Kimi) need
to be media aware, not to mention in most cases rich enough to buy a seat, even when the depth of their
ability isn’t as deep as their pockets. Don’t get me wrong I’m still looking forward to this year’s Formula
1 season but, maybe because I was there I get probably more pleasure looking back. Thank-you Jim and
Co.
Ends.
AA

What’s On
WMC events and other events of interest
March
2nd
3rd
6th
10th
17th
23rd
24th
24th

Trio
SRC
WMC
WMC
KLMC
WMC
MG C
YMC

Malcolm Wilson Rally
Saltire Historic Rally (NESCRO)
Club Night at Blindcrake
Pub Run & Wine Tasting
Devils Own Classic Rally (WMC HR) (NESCRO)
Speed Test Day
Roof of England Challenge
Yorkshire Classic Rally (NESCRO)

MGCC
WMC
EACC
WMC
BARC
S&DMC

Donington Racing
Drive It Day
Kames Sprint . BSCBSC Round 1
Galloway Gallop
Croft Racing
Tour of Hamsterley Stages

April
7th
21st
21st
26-28th
27/28th
28th

Visit the website for all the latest news
Forum Log in: wigtonmc. Password: marshals
Please only phone club officials between 19.00 and 21.00 in the evening.

